DO!

Follow the pattern. Which star comes next?

How about this one? Which balloon is missing?

SAY! "FIREWORKS"

Spanish: los fuegos artificiales

Sign: With both hands chest high, touch fingertips and thumb of each hand separately. Open and close one after the other, shooting higher above you like fireworks across the sky.

BLOW BUBBLES IN THE TUB OR AN OUTDOOR POOL. PLAY “WHERE ARE/IS BABY’S FINGERS/Belly/TOES?”

LAY ON THE GRASS WITH BABY FOR A SENSORY EXPERIENCE. TICKLE BABY WITH A BLADE OF GRASS. CHANT: “PIZZA PICKLE PUMPERNICKEL, MY LITTLE BABY DESERVES A TICKLE. TICKLE HER NOSE AND TICKLE HIS TOES AND TICKLE HER BELLY WHERE THE ICE CREAM GOES!”

PRETEND YOU ARE A BIRD. SLEEP IN YOUR LITTLE NEST. HOP AROUND. TWEET. SING A SONG. FLY!

MAKE A WATERFALL WITH CUPS FOR POURING IN THE TUB OR SWIMMING POOL. POUR QUICKLY. POUR SLOWLY. FILL UP A BIG CUP WITH A SMALL CUP. HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU HAVE TO FILL IT?

FIND SOME LARGE BUBBLE WRAP. PUT IT ON THE CEMENT AND STOMP! LISTEN! FIREWORKS!

HAVE A SQUIRT BOTTLE BATTLE! LOOK FOR A SMALLER “INDOOR PLANT” BOTTLE, SO THAT THE LEVER IS EASIER TO PRESS. DISCUSS TWISTING THE LID AND FILLING THE BOTTLE. CAN YOUR PRESCHOOLER GET YOU WET?